In reverse engineering, the reconstruction of a surface model from a point cloud requires the extraction of closed feature lines at the borders of the different surface patches. In this paper we propose a new algorithm to extract such closed polygonal feature lines, representing sharp or smooth edges, from a point cloud. Based on the variation of the normal vectors and a graph approach we extract the sharp edges, which are used to divide the point cloud in smooth regions. Smooth edges, such as fillets, are extracted for each smooth region separately using a novel approach for 1D-histogram thresholding: we use the curvature histogram in a multi-resolution manner in order to split a point set in different regions of similar curvature (patches). The polygonal smooth edges at the borders between these different patches are extracted by point clustering and processing a graph of the point clusters.
Some algorithms cannot be classified in any of the two segmentation groups. For example Benko et al. [2] discard triangles in the vicinity of sharp edges or small blends causing disjoint regions which might be further subdivided by smooth edges. To find the sharp edges, surface-surface intersection is used. A more recent example of such a combined approach is described by Várady et al. [22] . This algorithm uses morse theory to separate the relatively flat regions by highly curved transitions, called the separator sets, on the entire mesh. Then, contour lines are extracted and optionally extended. The algorithm results in a well-aligned structure required for surface fitting.
Our Approach
This paper introduces a new algorithm to extract polygonal feature lines, representing sharp or smooth edges, from a point cloud for the purpose of surface reconstruction. Since the reconstruction of a surface model requires a network of closed feature lines indicating the borders of the various surface patches, the extraction of closed lines is emphasized. The presented algorithm is a combination of an edge-based and a face-based approach: a clustering method gives an initial segmentation of the point cloud and extracts candidate feature points. Building and processing a graph of these clusters results in the closed feature lines, which can be used to perform the segmentation. This paper proposes a multi-step approach, combining the extraction of sharp and smooth edges. First, closed sharp edges are extracted using the variation of the normal vectors and graph processing, as described in [4] . Using these sharp edges (and the external boundary if the point cloud does not represent a solid, as in Fig. 1.) , we divide the cloud in subsets enclosed by sharp edges (and optionally an external boundary). These subsets, which contain no sharp edges anymore, are called smooth regions (see Fig. 1 .) and each smooth region is treated separately to extract the smooth edges. In this paper, we only consider point clouds which can be divided in patches, i.e. a patch is a set of points with similar curvature. In a smooth region, a smooth edge is located at the border between two patches. Therefore, the smooth regions are split in sub-regions of similar curvature using one or more curvature thresholds. A new multi-level thresholding approach, based on a curvature histogram, is proposed to determine these thresholds. Each threshold is determined by a multi-resolution analysis of the curvature histogram. To determine the smooth edges at the borders of the different patches, a region growing method is applied, which results in point clusters indicating the smooth edges and allows building a graph connecting neighboring clusters. After processing this graph, using similar operations as for the sharp edges ( [4] ), we obtain the smooth edges which separate the different patches. The advantages of the algorithm are:  The multi-step approach allows the use of optimal parameter values per smooth region. For point clouds with different types of smooth edges in the separate smooth regions, this approach can be more accurate compared to single-step approaches (e.g. [22] ), which extract all edges at once using one set of parameter values.  While single-step approaches might smooth also the sharp edges, our multi-step approach preserves these edges since we perform smoothing after the sharp edge extraction.

The required curvature thresholds are automatically estimated.  Mesh generation is unnecessary.
The extracted lines are closed, making the algorithm suitable as pre-process for surface reconstruction.
The graph approach allows to process point clouds very efficiently.
A + B + C = entire point cloud A, (B + C) = smooth regions A, B, C = patches a = sharp edge b = smooth edge c = external boundary
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 constitutes the main contribution of this paper, i.e. the histogram approach to separate the different patches in a smooth region. The other steps of the algorithm to construct polygonal feature lines representing smooth edges are explained in section 3. Results of the feature line extraction algorithm for real-world point clouds with sharp and smooth edges are illustrated in section 4. The conclusions are formulated in section 5.
HISTOGRAM THRESHOLDING

Introduction
We first define the following notions:  : curv set of curvature values with ( ) curv p equal to the mean curvature in point p. To compute the mean curvature in p, we fit a quadric through the k nearest neighbors of p, as described in e.g. [18] . Fig. 7 .) the fillets and the planar regions have the same minimum curvature. Similar, the maximum curvature cannot distinguish between the fillets and the corners. The Gauss curvature is also unable to separate the fillets from the planar areas, since this curvature is defined as the product of the principal curvatures. Because the mean curvature is defined as the mean of the principal curvatures, this curvature is better suited to distinguish between the different patches.
Using histogram thresholding, a smooth region is segmented in homogeneous point regions with respect to some property. For this property, the mean curvature is chosen, since smooth edges are located at the borders between regions of significantly different mean curvature (patches). This definition for 3D point cloud segmentation originates from image segmentation ( [8] , [16] , [20] ): an image is segmented into homogeneous pixel regions, i.e. the pixels of one region are similar with respect to e.g. color, intensity, or texture. In image segmentation, histogram thresholding is an extensively used technique. Bi-level thresholding (binarization) assumes that the gray levels of pixels belonging to the objects are substantially different from the gray levels of the pixels belonging to the background, such that one threshold separates the objects from the background, e.g. the extraction of text characters from a document image. However, more complex images, e.g. color images, require multi-level thresholding to separate all the objects in the image. Thresholding algorithms based on a histogram of pixel intensity values, assume that the histogram peaks (modes) represent the different objects that need to be separated. Determination of the segmentation thresholds corresponds to searching the valleys of the histogram. Many thresholding methods view the histogram as a mixture of density functions ( [3] , [15] ), or use functional histogram approximation ( [19] ). Parametric approaches ( [5] ) make an assumption on the underlying probability density function, e.g. the Gaussian Mixture Model, and the related parameters are estimated to segment the histogram. Similar to image segmentation, we determine the valleys of the 1D mean curvature histogram under the assumption that the histogram peaks represent the different patches in the point cloud. Another reasonable assumption is made, namely the width of a histogram valley is at least as large as the width of the preceding peak. As more samples create a clearer image histogram, more points in the point cloud create a clearer curvature histogram. However, there are also some important differences between a gray-level histogram and a curvature histogram. The first one is the determination of the number of histogram bins. For a gray-scale image the maximum intensity is known in advance (e.g. 256). The number of different possible curvature values in a point cloud is not known in advance and thus the choice for a good resolution of a curvature histogram is far more difficult. Fig. 2 . illustrates the histograms of the mean curvature at three different resolutions for a noisy rounded cube (see Fig. 7 .). In Fig. 2 (b). we see three peaks representing the three different patches (respectively planar regions, fillets and corners). We want to determine the curvature threshold 2  , located after the peak of the planar areas, and 1  , located after the peak of the fillets, to separate the different patches of the rounded cube. While this resolution clearly shows the valleys we are interested in, a too coarse resolution hides the peaks, see Fig. 2(c) . A too fine resolution for a noisy point cloud might cause a histogram without any significant peaks since there is too much variation on the curvature. For the cube, when we take a resolution which is as large as the point cloud size, see Fig. 2(a) ., we still see the two largest peaks, but many local minima exist (caused by noisy peaks), making it difficult to determine the correct valleys. Related to the unknown boundaries of the curvature values, a second difference with image histograms arises: noisy point clouds typically have points with a curvature which is significantly larger than the curvature of the other points, causing the histogram to deform. Later on, we will discuss this into more detail. 
Automatic Threshold Detection
We present a novel approach for multi-level threshold selection for a smooth region, using a non-parametric 1D-histogram approach which does not assume an underlying density function and does not rely on functional histogram approximation. The algorithm is robust to noisy peaks and avoids the resolution problem of the curvature histogram: in a fast and memory efficient manner, multiple resolutions of the mean curvature histogram are considered and the best resolution to extract a curvature threshold is automatically detected. Recursively applying this approach results in multiple thresholds.
Since we assume that a smooth region is the union of different patches, the number of points in one patch is much higher than the number of points located between two neighboring patches. Consequently, in the curvature histogram with a good resolution (see Fig. 2(b) .) the peaks are alternated by valleys with the thresholds in between.
The idea behind the multi-resolution approach is to coarsen a 'fine enough' histogram to obtain a histogram at a resolution for which a peak and the following valley are each represented by one bin such that the threshold after the peak is characterized by a large ratio of the frequencies of the two coarsened bins.
In Fig. 2 we illustrated that a too coarse resolution makes it impossible to detect the valleys and thus we choose a start resolution L start which is 'fine enough'. The only requirement for L start is that the start histogram shows the global peaks and valleys, but noisy peaks are allowed. For the tested models in this paper L start = 50 is sufficient. Suppose we know the threshold  we want to determine in the start histogram, e.g. 1  or 2  for the rounded cube (see Fig. 2(b) .). To make the algorithm robust to noisy peaks, the start histogram is coarsened by joining bins. We join k bins starting from  to the left of the histogram until the peak is represented by one bin, see Fig. 3(a) . 
Additional Thresholds
We demand input from the user at two different stages: (a) after the high-low division is made using a curvature threshold and (b) after the feature lines are extracted. The first user-input requires an indication whether the computed threshold is correct. As we will see in the results section, even though the determined threshold is located in a valley, it is not necessarily the desired valley. For example, the point cloud in Fig. 9 (a) contains two fillets, but we see that the initial high-low division is not correct and the user indicates that another threshold needs to be determined. Our approach enables to shift the threshold to a previous or to a next valley in a fast and easy manner: the same algorithm is used, but only the curvature values below or above the originally determined threshold are considered. For this purpose, the user has to indicate whether a higher or lower curvature threshold is required, which is not a difficult task assuming that the user has some notion of the different curvature areas. This user-input can reduce the cost of the algorithm drastically: the graph of all neighboring clusters (see section 3) is only built and processed once with the correct threshold. For the rounded cube, the initial threshold 1  is accepted since it separates the corner points from the other points, which results in correct lines at the corners. The second input demands an indication whether the extraction of the feature lines is complete. If not, additional thresholds are determined until the user is satisfied. This avoids the automatic determination of the number of desired thresholds, which is, as in image segmentation, a difficult task. For the rounded cube, a second threshold, lower than the initial threshold, is required to separate the fillets from the planar areas. For this purpose, we build a histogram with only the curvature values below the first threshold 1  , see Fig. 5 . Fig.  2(b) .). The two thresholds 1  and 2  result in the separation of the planar regions, the fillets and the corners of the rounded cube. In a similar way, the user can indicate to consider the histogram of the curvature values above the preceding threshold.
Most of the point clouds we considered have a curvature histogram which consists of only one large peak representing the planar areas. Typically, the different patches are surrounded by points located in this large peak and using one threshold immediately after the first peak is sufficient. 
Noise
Since the point clouds for which we build the histogram have no sharp edges, Laplacian smoothing is typically performed for noisy point sets before the histogram is built. Noisy point clouds typically have points with a curvature which is significantly larger than the curvature of the other points. Such outliers have a negative influence on the histogram: the peaks are shifted to the left causing less clear valleys in between, see Fig. 6 (a). Removal of a specified percentage of the highest curvature values from the histogram, reduces this effect, see Fig. 6 (b).
(a) (b) 
CONSTRUCTION OF POLYGONAL SMOOTH EDGES
The algorithm described in section 2 results in an initial labeling of low and high points. The high points are further divided into points situated inside a higher curvature region and points at the border of such a region:  Inner points: the high points with only high points in the 1-ring neighborhood ( [7] ).  Border points: the remaining high points with at least two inner points in the 1-ring neighborhood. We request that two neighbors are inner points, because in the ring neighborhood of a point p, the neighbors are distributed around p, i.e. a point on the border of a higher curvature region will typically have some low points and some inner points as neighbors. Since the size of a ring neighborhood is typically 5 or 6, two inner points as neighbors of a border point is an appropriate choice. This labeling causes the inner points to be separated from the low points by border points. High points that are not inner or border points are considered to be noisy isolated points and are added to the set of low points. Fig. 7(a) . illustrates the different labels for the rounded cube at the first threshold: the corner areas consist of inner points and are bounded by border points. Afterwards, we divide the smooth region in point clusters with a region growing approach, based on these labels. The purpose of this clustering is similar as described in [4] : we want to create large clusters surrounded by small clusters. These small clusters indicate the smooth edges and thus a graph is built connecting neighboring clusters to extract the smooth edges. We randomly choose an inner or a low point as a seed to start the growing process. As long as we encounter a point with the same label, we add this point to the current cluster. When we meet a point with a different label than the cluster we are growing, a small cluster consisting of only the encountered point is created. When the growing stops, a new seed is chosen (inner or low point) to restart the growing and this is repeated until all points belong to a certain cluster. In this way, the different patches are split up in large clusters of neighboring points surrounded by small clusters, e.g. for the cube, the patch of corner points is divided into 8 clusters corresponding to the 8 corners.
To construct closed polygonal lines at the smooth edges, we build and process a graph of all neighboring clusters, as described in [4] . Fig. 7(b) illustrates the end result for the rounded cube using two thresholds. The lines at the corners are not connected to the lines between the fillets and the planar areas since we used two thresholds, each resulting in closed feature lines. In addition, the smoothing step increases the distance between the two resulting feature line graphs.
RESULTS
We tested the algorithm on several point clouds obtained by scanning actual objects. A first point cloud with three extracted fillets is illustrated in Fig. 8 .: one fillet has constant radius and the two other ones have a decreasing radius that vanishes at the end. This point cloud has no sharp edges and thus we immediately start with the threshold determination. After smoothing, the first curvature threshold was sufficient to obtain the perfectly closed feature lines. The boundary of the point cloud is extracted and included in the graph. Fig. 6(b) . Here the difficulties are: the occurrence of noise (smoothing was necessary), two fillets close to each other, low sample density and a fillet neighborhood which is not entirely flat.
The first selected threshold is located in the first valley and results in the high-low division as shown in Fig. 9(a) .; however, the desired threshold is located after the second peak. After user-input, we obtain a correct high-low division, see Fig. 9(b) ., which results in the extraction shown in Fig. 9 (c). A point cloud, representing a part of the cover of a mobile phone, see Fig. 11(a) ., was used in [4] to illustrate the sharp edge extraction. Now, we extract the fillets in the two large smooth regions with the algorithm presented in this paper, see Fig. 11(b-c) . This cloud is noisy and has no good point sampling, as illustrated in Fig. 10 . The point cloud used in Fig. 12 illustrates the advantage of our approach to treat each smooth region separately to detect the fillets. The sharp edges are detected without smoothing, resulting in a correct extraction, as illustrated in [4] . The smooth region of the two fillets is noisy and requires smoothing for a good extraction. Since this smooth region contains no sharp edges anymore, smoothing can be performed more safely than when we should smooth the entire point cloud.
(a) (b) The last model we will discuss is a large point cloud of 201 387 points, representing a sheet metal part (see Fig.  13(a) ). The smooth edge extraction of this noise-free point cloud is shown in Fig. 13(b) ., illustrating the accuracy of our method for noise-free models. After adding Gaussian noise (σ = 10µm) in the direction of the normal vectors, the result in Fig. 13(c) . is obtained. We note that, due to the noise, some lines are now missing. When point clouds become larger and the complexity increases, typically more patches are present and the histogram becomes less clear due to partial overlaps of histogram peaks. A multi-step approach is then appropriate: after the first smooth edge extraction using an initially determined threshold (typically after the first and only large peak), we apply the histogram approach to the various large clusters, which result from the growing approach based on labels (see section 3). Further subdivision can be applied according to the user's needs. For example, after an initial extraction from the noisy sheet metal cloud, an additional fillet line (indicated by the arrow in Fig. 13(e) .) has been determined by applying the algorithm to a part of the point set. This extra fillet line is based on τ = 0.002, which is not a visible valley in the histogram of the entire point cloud, see Fig. 13 
CONCLUSION
We presented an algorithm to extract closed polygonal feature lines from point clouds. Sharp edges are extracted using the algorithm described in [4] . For the extraction of the smooth edges, we introduced a multi-level threshold selection method based on a curvature histogram to determine the curvature thresholds which separate the different patches. The threshold selection is based on a multi-resolution approach to find a suitable resolution for a curvature histogram. This multi-resolution approach makes the threshold selection method robust to noisy peaks in the histogram and is very fast. Additional thresholds are also computed very fast using the same method acting on a part of the histogram. The feature line extraction algorithm is fast since we avoid the generation of a mesh, we use an efficient method to set the curvature thresholds, we cluster the points before building a graph and we use efficient graph processing algorithms. We obtained good results for real-world (noisy) data sets from industrial applications. In the future we will consider a 2D-histogram of the mean and Gauss curvature, and the construction of a curve network, which defines the relation between the different segments and boundary loops.
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